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Dye-integrated cholesteric photonic luminescent solar concentrator
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We have developed organic dye-integrated thin-film liquid crystalline photonic luminescent solar concentrators (LSCs), where the chirality of the liquid crystal (LC) results in the formation of a one-dimensional photonic cavity. By varying the different LSC parameters, including dye concentration, spectral position of the photonic band-gap and the LC phase, and by using spectroscopic and electrical characterisation, we have systematically studied the effects of self-absorption, incident absorption and confinement of down-converted emission on optical efficiency. Our results demonstrate that the efficiency of our LSCs is significantly enhanced in the LC phase when the photonic band-gap is at long wavelengths (>600 nm), overcoming associated low incident absorption and higher self-absorption. We reach the significant conclusion that focusing on improving the confinement of dye-emitted photons, rather than on increasing incident absorption, is a more promising route to enhancing thin-film LC-based LSC performance.
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1. Introduction

First designed and studied in the 1970s,[1,2] luminescent solar concentrators (LSCs) have recently regained prominence, although with a modified focus. At the time of their initial invention, the most advantageous premise of these devices was that they used smaller amounts of expensive silicon (Si) in comparison with the traditional solar panels.[3] Now, with Si being much cheaper, LSCs have lost that advantage. However, they have other unique properties, including flexibility,[4,5] and functionality that covers both direct and diffuse lighting, removing the need for tracking mechanisms.[6] This makes them ideal candidates for incorporation in a typical city, where buildings have small footprints but large vertical areas.[7,8] The usual design of an LSC consists of a transparent glass or polymer sheet, doped with a fluorescent material. The fluorophores are chosen to optimise broadband solar absorption and emission (quantum yield), minimise self-absorption and provide good spectral overlap with the electric band-gap of the photovoltaic material located at the edges for the final photocurrent generation.[9–13] While the choice of fluorophores varies between a wide range of organic dyes, semiconducting polymers and quantum dots, the host is usually an inert matrix. [14–17] Recently, photonic luminescent solar concentrators (PLSCs) have been developed, in which photonic crystal films are externally applied to an LSC to assist in photon management [18,19] by reducing escape cone losses. In this configuration, the photonic films act as reflectors across a particular spectral band, enhancing photon confinement within the device. An alternate strategy for creating a PLSC is to use the photonic material itself as the concentrating slab – a concept that was recently explored theoretically.[20] In this work, we have developed a PLSC consisting of a slab of cholesteric liquid crystal (CLC) material. Organic dye molecules are dispersed in the cholesteric film, forming an active fluid one-dimensional photonic cavity with a tunable stop band.

A schematic representation of our LSC is shown in Figure 1(a). In the chiral CLC phase, the rod-like component molecules have short-range orientational order[21] and in our device, are arranged with their rotational axis perpendicular to the top and bottom glass surfaces (planar alignment). The distance over which the LC molecules complete a 360° orientational rotation about this axis is denoted the ‘pitch’ of the material. The CLC phase exhibits a spectral band-gap when the direction of incident radiation (bold green arrows) is parallel with the chiral rotational axis, therefore acting as a one-dimensional photonic cavity.[22] One critical variation between typical photonic band-gap materials and this CLC-based one is that here the band-gap is 50% reflective [23–25] as circularly polarised light matching the handedness of the CLC will propagate through the device. An important advantage of using a CLC in this application is that the spectral position of the band-gap can be easily tuned by varying the chirality of the CLC. The dye molecules dispersed in the CLC matrix...
absorb the incident light and the down-converted emission is wave-guided to the edges by total internal reflection (red arrows) where it generates photocurrent in the attached Si PV cells. Normalised absorption and emission spectra of the dye used (Lumogen F Red 300) are shown in Figure 1(b).

Figure 1(c) and (d) shows schematics representing the expected differences in device behaviour as the cholesteric band-gap changes. A photonic band-gap centred on the absorption band will trap incident light more effectively (Figure 1(c)) but be unable to confine the emission, while a band-gap resonant with the emission will not be a very effective absorber, though it will allow better confinement of emitted photons that otherwise would escape the LSC.

Lumogen F Red 300 has a planar molecular structure and is therefore expected to exhibit some tendency to align with the cholesteric host molecules. In a recent publication,[17] this effect was shown to enhance the output current of an LSC using (Lumogen F Red 300) are shown in Figure 1(b). Figure 1(c) and (d) shows schematics representing the expected differences in device behaviour as the cholesteric band-gap changes. A photonic band-gap centred on the absorption band will trap incident light more effectively (Figure 1(c)) but be unable to confine the emission, while a band-gap resonant with the emission will not be a very effective absorber, though it will allow better confinement of emitted photons that otherwise would escape the LSC.

In this study, we design a dye-incorporated composite liquid crystalline LSC where we track optimal performance not only by varying dye concentration and LC phase, but also by tuning the photonic band-gap over the spectral region indicated in Figure 1(b) (double arrows), which allows us to address the contributions of device absorption, surface losses and self-absorption systematically.

2. Results and discussion

The CLC used in the LSC devices is prepared using varying concentrations of the nematic LC, 4′-pentyl4′-biphenylcarbonitrile (5CB, Sigma Aldrich) mixed with the cholesteric LC, cholesteryl oleyl carbonate (COC, Sigma Aldrich). These room temperature LC materials are used as proof of concept only, and ultimately, the device would require LC materials with a significantly higher clearing point. Varying the proportions by weight of COC in 5CB allows us to tune the photonic band-gap of the CLC. Liquid crystal A contains 68% wt COC to create a photonic band-gap centred around 500 nm. Liquid crystal B contains 48% wt COC to create a photonic band-gap centred around 690 nm. The mixtures are sonicated in a heated bath above the clearing point for both component materials (43°C) for 1 h to achieve a homogeneous mixture. The dye, Lumogen F Red 300 (BASF), dissolved in toluene, is then added to the LC mixture to create concentrations of 4 mM,
9 mM and 14 mM composite LSCs. These are again sonicated in a heated bath for 1 h and subsequently removed to a 50°C vacuum oven and maintained at 635 Torr overnight in order to remove residual solvent. The samples are then sonicated one more time in a heated bath for 1 h prior to preparing the LSC.

For LSC production, 1-mm-thick clean glass slides are treated with a 1 wt% aqueous polyvinyl alcohol (Sigma Aldrich) solution on the active side. Once the slide is dry, the surface is rubbed with velvet to create a planar alignment layer for the CLC. Prepared glass is then glued together using Mylar spacers to create cells approximately 10 µm thick. Finished LSCs have an active area of 20 × 20 mm and are filled via capillary action while maintaining the isotropic phase and subsequently cooled at a rate of 1°C/minute to a final temperature of 25°C on a Linkam LTS350 hot-stage. Formation of the CLC phase is verified by using polarised optical microscopy to observe the characteristic birefringence texture. Once the cholesteric phase has been verified, we use transmission and reflection data to calculate the absorptance of the LSC. These are measured using a Motic-150 halogen 150 W cold light source. The LSC is mounted on an Instec HCS302 hot and cold stage to maintain a constant 30°C temperature for cholesteric phase measurements and 40°C for isotropic phase measurements. Spectra collected by an Acton 300i spectrometer are dispersed onto a thermoelectrically cooled CCD with a spectral resolution of ~0.18 nm.

The absorptance calculated for a 4 mM dye concentration in LSCs A (band-gap centred at 500 nm) and B (690 nm) is shown in Figure 2(a and b), for both the CLC (black, 30°C) and the isotropic (grey, 40°C) phases. In LSC A, where the band-gap overlaps the dye absorption spectrum, the CLC phase shows a clear increase in absorptance compared to the isotropic phase. In LSC B, there is a peak in the absorptance, but that is a result of the incident white light trapped by the LSC and does not enhance the dye properties. For this reason, for photocurrent measurements shown in Figure 5, we use a low-pass filter that cuts off at 650 nm in the incident path. In addition to absorptance, Figure 2 also compares the emission from the edge of the LSCs. While both LSCs have higher-intensity edge emission in the cholesteric phase than the isotropic, the increase is much larger in LSC B, as expected. In all other LSCs with intermediate photonic band-gaps, similar enhancements are seen in absorption and/or emission in the CLC phase when compared to the isotropic.

Apart from incident absorption and emission, self-absorption is an additional factor that impacts the efficiency of any LSC. It is the result of spectral overlap between the absorption and emission bands (Figure 1(b)), which causes reabsorption of emitted photons by the dye molecules themselves. Self-absorption worsens with length of travel of the emitted photons and manifests itself as reduced emission intensity and overall spectral redshift in the light that finally reaches the edges.[26] To assess the role of concentration and photonic band-gap position in self-absorption in our cells, we perform spatially resolved spectral measurements. The cell is mounted on a motorised translation stage and coupled to an optical fibre at the edge. A collimated incident beam is used to excite a 2-mm-diameter spot on the cell. The distance between the excitation point and the collection fibre at the edge is continuously varied by translating the LSC.

Figure 3(a and b) shows the dye emission spectra at different distances between the excitation and collection spots for LSCs A and B, at 4 mM dye concentration. The emission is spectrally bimodal and as the distance between excitation and collection increases, we observe the weight distribution shifting from lower (labelled ‘Peak 1’) to higher (labelled ‘Peak 2’) wavelengths, accompanied by a decrease in intensity, both typical signatures of self-absorption by the dye molecules. Dye concentration is an additional parameter that influences self-absorption considerably. In Figure 3(c and d), we show the spectral weight of each peak for 2.5 mm and 10 mm separations for two different concentrations obtained from fits to spectral curves as shown in Figure 3(a and b). At 4 mM, (Figure 3(c)), the spectral shift is

![Figure 2](image-url) (colour online) Dye absorption and emission spectra in isotropic (grey) and CLC (black) phases for stop band-gaps centred on (a) 500 nm – overlapping dye absorption and (b) 690 nm – overlapping dye emission. The dashed lines indicate the spectral positions of the band-gaps.
very similar in both LSCs, as is the overall intensity drop (ranging from 22% to 23%). At 9 mM of dye, differences show up. For LSC A, 15.2% of the lower peak weight shifts to the higher one, but for LSC B this shift is 23%, which would imply greater self-absorption. However, the weight shift does not correlate to overall decrease in intensity. The intensity loss for LSC A is 55% for 9 mM, while for LSC B it is only 46%. This is unusual in typical LSCs, where greater relative spectral weight redshift almost always indicates increased self-absorption and corresponding loss of yield. We speculate that most likely LSC B does have more self-absorption, but this effect is masked by the higher degree of confinement due to the photonic band-gap.

After these fundamental optical characterisations, we move onto photocurrent measurements. These are carried out by mounting a Si photovoltaic cell with an active area of 2 × 30 mm to the edge of the LSC using index-matched adhesive (Norland 78). To control the phase of the CLC, the LSCs are then mounted on an Instec temperature stage with a reflective white backing layer between the LSC and the stage. The LSC is maintained in the CLC phase (30°C) for 6 minutes and the photocurrent, \( I_{LSC} \) is measured every 10 seconds. The variation in \( I_{LSC} \) with time is shown in Figure 4. Incident light is blocked periodically, indicated by breaks in the data. At the end of the 360 seconds, the LSC is heated to the isotropic phase (40°C) and data are taken for another 360 seconds. Figure 4(a) shows the normalised \( I_{LSC} \) for a well-aligned cell (transmission image in Figure 4(b)) in which the current drops 2% after being heated to the isotropic phase. The observed current jump immediately after 360 seconds in Figure 4(a) is a result of the phase change at that point. By comparison, \( I_{LSC} \) of a poorly aligned LSC in which many defects disturb the planar alignment, as verified by the defect-rich disordered transmission image in Figure 4(d), is shown in Figure 4(c). Poorly aligned LSCs showed a less-consistent \( I_{LSC} \) that increases when the LSC is heated into the isotropic phase. Clearly, the presence of a photonic band-gap in a well-aligned LSC leads to improved performance.

Next, we investigate how this improved performance varies with the spectral position of the photonic band-gap, with particular focus on whether absorption or emission plays the greater role in device performance.

Figure 3. (colour online) Evaluation of self-absorption losses using pump-probe technique. The emission spectra are shown for different pump-probe separations for (a) LSC A and (b) LSC B. Dotted and dashed lines indicate the spectral positions of the two peaks, designated Peak 1 and Peak 2. The comparative weights of each peak for the two devices with pump-probe separations of 2.5 and 10 mm are shown for (c) 4 mM and (d) 9 mM dye concentrations.
efficiency. We define the absorption efficiency for different LSCs as the total light absorbed by the LSC divided by the total light incident upon the LSC:

$$\eta_{Abs} = \frac{\int I(\lambda) A_{Abs}(\lambda) d\lambda}{\int I(\lambda) d\lambda},$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)$$

where $I(\lambda)$ is the light incident upon the LSC and $A_{Abs}(\lambda)$ is the absorptance, calculated from measured absorption spectra, such as in Figure 2. The absorptance for different LSCs is normalised to the peak of the dye absorption to remove effects of concentration or thickness. Optical efficiency is defined as:

$$\eta_{OPT} = \frac{I_{LSC}}{I_{PV}} \times \frac{A_{PV}}{A_{LSC}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

where $I_{LSC}$ is the current generated by the LSC attached to the PV cell, $I_{PV}$ is the short circuit current of the bare PV cell, $A_{LSC}$ is the area of the top of the LSC and $A_{PV}$ is the active area of the PV cell. The ratio of $A_{LSC}/A_{PV}$ is referred to as the geometric factor for the LSC. We calculate $\eta_{Abs}$ and $\eta_{OPT}$ for all our LSCs in both the CLC and isotropic phases and observe a maximum $\eta_{OPT}$ of $\sim 12\%$ in LSC B. However, here we show the percentage change for each of the efficiencies between the two LC phases in Figure 5(a) and (b). For most LSCs, $\eta_{Abs}$ is higher in the CLC phase, and, as expected, this improvement diminishes as the photonic band-gap shifts to higher wavelengths. The LSCs with a band-gap >650 nm show barely any change between the isotropic and the CLC phase. The optical efficiency, on the other hand, shows the opposite trend. We observe that despite exhibiting higher absorption in the CLC phase, LSC with band-gaps centred in the 500–600 nm range do not have a corresponding increase in $\eta_{OPT}$. Instead, the most consistent increase in $\eta_{OPT}$ comes from the LSCs with photonic band-gaps centred above 650 nm, even though those devices have lower $\eta_{Abs}$ in the CLC phase and additionally suffer from higher self-absorption. The effect of dye concentration on device efficiency shows the most dilute LSC performs the best. With increasing concentration self-absorption gets worse (as seen in Figure 3) and usually that is compensated by higher incident absorption. In these LSCs even that is not the case, which is most likely due to the CLC phase (and in effect, the band-gap) being less uniform and well-defined as more dye is added to the LC.

3. Conclusions

Our studies establish the important result that when using a photonic band-gap type material to enhance performance of an LSC, matching its spectral stop band to maximise emission confinement is more advantageous than trying to enhance incident absorption. In addition, the use of a thin-film composite material that

![Figure 4](image-url)  
**Figure 4.** (colour online) Photocurrent as a function of time for (a) a well-aligned device with a photonic band-gap centred on 690 nm and (b) a poorly aligned control LSC. (c, d) Transmission images of the well- and poorly aligned LSCs, respectively. The dashed line indicates the time when LSCs were heated to the isotropic phase. Scale bar is 50 µm.

![Figure 5](image-url)  
**Figure 5.** (colour online) (a) Change in absorption efficiency ($\eta_{Abs}$) and (b) change in optical efficiency ($\eta_{OPT}$) from CLC to isotropic phase.
performs the dual functionality of providing both the down conversion of absorbed photons and the photonic band-gap-related confinement of emitted photons makes our devices viable candidates for solution-based processing of LSCs that can be easily incorporated as thin-films onto windows and other similar surfaces.
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